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I Just Want To Grow Old
Said the little boy trapped in a gang zone
Sadly to say, but he doesn't belong to either side
A small gain of sand washed away by the tide
School is unless
Who can think when bullets ricochet so ruthless?
The sun never comes out
He knows every kid that never made it out
Only if there was a Superman he says
Imagination faded
With the expectations of his dad dying
Candy lost its taste
A smile was replaced with no trace of hope
Junkies in the alley
Still smoking dope...shooting it, and the pushers shoot for it
The mayor turns a blind eye to the fact
I guess he doesn't know it (politics)
His mother doesn't show it
The love she has is for a bag of white powder pleasure
Promising to do better
HE hears her words, but sees her actions in motion
Holding pain in the pit of his soul
He mumbles
I just want to grow old
A cold house
An empty stomach
Bad pluming
No lights
Outside ... no rights
Bullets fly throughout the night
At night. ..he dreams of a distant world.. .elsewhere from his
No gang banging
No mothers shooting dope
No kids having kids
No fathers going to court
No people killing each other just for a sport
He says...with a clear voice, deep and bold
"Forgive me for being so selfish... I just want to grow old"

Red Glass
I watch them from afar
Souls trapped in a jar
With aspirations of tar
They go to war with their own hearts
Tiny scars too small to care about
Isolated stars of a broken constellationStaring out- the window of fate
Force to wait in a period of doubt
Can't scream... can't see... can't shout... can't find their
way out
Fighting battles never won before the first gun is fired
Left there, on the battle field of life, wounded and tired
Afraid to stand up
Too strong to fall down
Watching the future become the past
A ghostly merry-go-round
Telling themselves to be stern
But then again the times of life are grime
I judge their reflection in the mirror
Sadly to say I'm just like them,
Trapped behind red glass
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Realization
A lost of words
Buried deep within my heart
Fading fast
The sunshine leaves permanent marks...
On the faces of others
I remain a broken leg
Standing up to fall again
Not ready for the world
Unprepared
Too heavy to carry
A bag of sand
Across the sea
I see
A puddle of lies within me
Alone in the dark
Hiding my face from light
Stepping on my painful illusion this night
I realize the truth
In me
By William S. Graham
Many people spend a majority of their time trying to block out or avoid reality on a
day to day basis. I believe we all search for the proper escape to run to, but the key
is to use your senses to accept life as it is. Drugs handicap the mind, the body, and
the soul. They cause your independence to fade away. Once you lose your
independence you lose your right to understand how a free person thinks altogether.
Another way a person blocks out or avoids reality is to create a fake sense of reality.
This fake of reality gives the person an altered dimension to escape to. In their
world things can be changed to fit their satisfied dream state. I like to call this "the
box theory," that's where someone takes one reality or state of mind and puts it in a
box. The current seen box is placed inside a slightly bigger box. This process
continues until the occupant finds themselves trapped within their own paradox.
Someone once explained to me that life is filled with invisible guard barriers to keep
us from completely going off the deep end. For ex: Jonathan is a flashy playboy with
a great paying job. His late nights consist of limitless extravaganza, and wild parties.
He throws money to the wind and drives his updated sports car as fast as it will go.
Life to him is a sense of imbalanced actions that allows him to attain his definition of
free. One day he gets a late night call from a female he spent the night with. She tells
him that she's pregnant with his child. He passes out. ..and when he wakes up he
finds out that the balance of his reality has simply shifted. The lifestyle that he has
grown to love is now gone, and his new definition of reality is slowly starting to sink
in.
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BLUE TEAR DROPS
My Father's eyes are a purple sunset
Unseen by the likes of me
A far cry into the distant winds
Echoing back without flaw
Judgment affirmed
No appeal to process
Use the paper to write instead
He blinks
Quiet little ocean
Undisturbed by my movement
A zillion things to say
Not one word invited to my tongue
I see my son
Him
And me
Reflecting off the water
Like blue tears drops
BY William S. Graham
BLUE TEAR DROPS was written in spite of my father's absence, but as I grew up
and older! learned to forgive him. It wasn't as easy as I make it sound now, but you
have to excuse me if my bitterness doesn't have that zing it use to. That's how!
know my forgiveness clause is not another plea for attention. I've truly grown pass
the past and I've learned that it should stay there. Saying that I thank my father
would probably seem far-fetched, but it's true. By him showing me what not to do,
and not being around it made me a better father to my son.
"Even when you don't learn lessons you are still taught well in actions"
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-Hood ProjectsAre we posers?
Addicted to the lights
Caught up in a life of pain
Never doing right
Promising change...to our mothers, aunts, and the same to our hearts
In the rain- we remain dry
And you know why
We try, we try, only try
Design to die
Blind man eyes
Blind woman cries
That's her son lying there dead
Who denies?
Or better yet who supplies?
Dope, liquor, and guns
Bad habits
Bad intentions
Bad becomes fun
Bad lungs
Why do we run? .
From guilt I guess
Sun up- sun down
It never stops
Around and around
The sounds
Glass breaking...car horns loud...gun shots-gun shots...gathering crowds
Who got shot?
Screaming mothers.. .babies crying.. .crack heads stealing.. .everyone lying
We make work though
Trust me when I say love is there
Where? In the air
Family, friends, people that care
Share the struggle-know real-bleed passion-heart steel
We feel- we see-we are hood projects to be
Urban people are unique, they fight every day to stay
alive and survive. The watchers look at us and say how can they live like that?
How can they say that? Or do those things to each other? Unaware that it's
not only the surrounding circumstances that we dwell in that makes us this
way, more as the thought of being unwanted/casted out. Living in the hood
makes a person define their soul in the mirror. Most rich people/people who
are considered well off- search for struggle every day. Some find it —some
don't depending on the person's eyes. Urban people are strong due to their
divine sense of struggle, it keeps their blood warm and alive. It's safe to the
project has become the purpose
Win; am 5. Graham
Is.

Titles
Everyone has one
If not
You'll be given one
Unwillingly so
In due time
Each step
Brings you closer to your title
Poor little creatures
Judged for their flaws
Mask wearing
Scoreless
Hopeless
Crawls, reaching out
To gain
Their just due
Their right/their reparation of facts
Instead you win
Alternatively, lose
Such titles
As yourself
By William S. Graham

If you look throughout history you'll find that the eye of the public loves to give away
proper titles that are relatable. *when you look in the newspaper the crook is always
given a name that can be pinpointed for Ex: THE SON OF SAM.
I believe we give things a title so we can show ownership to its existence. Have you ever
seen the couple that starts off as friends, and gradually become more. At first they don't
have a complex title, but the moment that title of ownership is added nothing is the same.
The first thing a person asks you at what your title, what do they call you? Where are
you from? These questions make the person, place, or thing more relatable to the senses
of conversation. If you're lucky you can pick your own title, but trust and believe you
will be issued one like it or not.
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Drugs
I've seen the mother who gave her child away for drugs
The child who grows up to sell his own mother the same
type of drugs
Brown drugs, black drugs, green drugs, white drugs
Heavy drugs...lite drugs
Night drugs...fight drugs
Fights for drugs
Kill for drugs
Steal for drugs
Still on drugs
Get off drugs
But not having the will power to fight the ill of drugs
Get back on drugs
Lie for drugs
Die for drugs
Chase the high for drugs...just to get high on drugs
Buy the drugs
Do the drugs
Old to drugs
New to drugs
Sell their soul for drugs
Drugs...drugs...drugs

Don't break the mind-

(.011 I; OM S. Graham

Parking Lot
I wish I could go in
Make a few friends
And blend in with the rich folk
Talk about my kids
Places I've been
Things I've did
Kick a couple jokes
Ha! Ha! Ha!
Eat water crackers and salty caviar
Tiny sandwiches without the crust on them
Two glasses of champagne my limit
Shake hands- dance
And when it's all done and finished
I'll smile
Put on my coat
Walk out to the parking lot
With my ex-wife waiting by the car
Look at myself
And say
"It's your fault, not mine"
As I watch him drive away
I'll say (Beep!)
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